Weekend Course Making
Modern Patchwork with
tutor Janet Goddard
A two day residential patchwork course
at a quality hotel just north of London
Tutor:
Dates:
Venue:

Janet Goddard
Friday, 25 August - Sunday, 27 August 2017
Theobalds Park, Cheshunt, Hertfordshire

COURSE CONTENT
Spend the weekend creating your own modern patchwork quilt guided by accomplished tutor Janet Goddard.
You will learn a whole range of basic patchwork techniques, from rotary cutting, machine piecing and quilt
assembly, to borders and binding, with lots of helpful tips along the way. And by the end of the course you
will be well on the way to completing your own quilt made with fresh fabrics and simple, stunning patchwork
designs.
You will have the choice of three of Janet’s designs: “Flower Market”, “Basement Windows” (both machine
piecing) or “There Always Has to Be One” (machine piecing and appliqué). Janet will cover
all the skills needed for these patterns. And as you work along with others interested
in patchwork, you will see how the same pattern made up in varied fabrics can create
a completely different outcome. Whether you are a beginner or improver, you will take
home a selection of skills and knowledge from this weekend course that you can adapt to
other future projects.
Janet is a qualified teacher and regularly runs workshops throughout the UK. Her
patterns have featured in patchwork, quilting and sewing magazines and she is the
author of the book ‘Simply Modern Patchwork Bags’.
Her experience with adults ensures she is able to quickly pass on her skills, and her
students then take home their own original pieces of textile art.

STUDENTS’ REQUIREMENTS LIST
A full requirements list will be sent to students well in advance of the course start date
Set in 55 rolling acres of countryside, Theobalds Park is a three star hotel just a few minutes from the M25 and
20 minutes by fast train from London Liverpool Street. Course fees are £385 for an en suite single occupancy
bedroom with TV, free wifi and tea/coffee making facilities.
Your course starts with supper on Friday evening and a brief introductory session, and runs through Saturday
and Sunday to afternoon refreshments.  You can arrive from 3 pm on the Friday afternoon and enjoy a few
hours relaxing and making use of the hotel facilities before your course begins.

Full details from:

Liza Jones or Pam Gilfrin
Anglia Leisure Learning
3-4 Bradfield Hall
Bradfield Combust
Bury St Edmunds IP30 0LU
Tel: 020 7834 1066
Email: info@anglialeisurelearning.co.uk

